Hakuhodo's Suda Lab develops Dig-Log, a device that visualizes and
gamifies the energy expended on snow shoveling
A 4th project from Suda Lab, a collective-of-the-willing creative lab that conducts
independent development
Tokyo—March 4, 2016—Suda Lab, a creative laboratory of Hakuhodo Inc. (Minato-ku, Tokyo;
Hirokazu Toda, President & CEO), Japan’s second largest advertising company, has developed
Dig-Log, a new IoT device that visualizes the amount of energy expended in shoveling snow
and uses gamification to make this menial task fun to keep doing. Dig-Log is Suda Lab’s fourth
project.
The product of a collaboration between Suda Lab, the HACKist team of Hakuhodo DY Group
company Hakuhodo i-studio, and Professor Seiji Kamimura of the School of Engineering at
Nagaoka University of Technology, located in the Niigata Prefecture snowbelt, Dig-Log is an
pressure sensor-fitted IoT device that can be attached to existing snow shovels. It calculates the
weight of shoveled snow and calories burned, and records the data in visual form in a dedicated
smartphone app. The gadget fosters a sense of purpose and achievement, and through
competition with other users, etc., provides extra motivation, turning what was once dreary hard
labor into a fun game-like winter sport. It is hoped that making snow shoveling fun will will go
some way to solving the shortage of people willing to do the work in Japan’s snow-bound
regions in recent years as those who have done the shoveling until now grow older.

Dig-Log will be on hands-on display at the Hakuhodo booth at the South by Southwest (SXSW)
2016 Trade Show, a technology startup event taking place from March 13 in Texas, USA. In

addition to approaching people from other parts of the world that have the same trouble with
snow, Suda Lab is working to add value to snow shoveling as a new winter sport.
Leveraging the creativity and skills of Hakuhodo's creative staff and internal and external
networks honed over many years, Suda Lab’s primary focus is independent development work
that takes cutting-edge ideas from the drawing board to the real world. Once developed, Suda
Lab proposes these ideas to all kinds of companies, and society in general.
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Suda Lab’s 4th independently developed prototype

Product name: Dig-Log
Outline: IoT device that calculates and records the amount of snow shoveled and calories
burned

By gripping Dig-Log when

Attachable, so can be secured to

shoveling snow, users can find

existing snow shovels.

out the weight of the snow they

* Not compatible with all shovels

move and the calories they’ve
burned.

The smartphone app that links to the main unit via Bluetooth calculates the weight of the snow
and calories burned in real time. Users can collect snow statue icons, including Mannekin-Pis
(Little Peeing Boy), Moai Statue, Statue of Liberty and the Sphinx, depending on the amount
(weight) of snow they shovel, giving them a fun extra motivation.



About Hakuhodo Suda Lab http://suda-lab.jp/

Suda Lab is a collective centered on Hakuhodo creative personnel with strengths in digital,
direct and other domains that develops next-gen creative. It began operating in March 2014.
It’s first project, Nature Barcode (Rice Code), which was developed jointly by Suda Lab and
Inakadate Village in Aomori Prefecture, won the Grande Lotus in the Media category of the
prestigious Asian advertising festival ADFEST 2014. It also won a total of 6 Gold, Silver and
Bronze Lotuses in other categories. In addition, the work picked up 2 Gold, 1 Silver and 2
Bronze Lions at Cannes Lions International Festival of Creativity in June 2014. As of March
2016, the work has received 60 international awards in the US, Europe and Asia, including 3
grand prix and 15 gold awards.
Nature Barcode (Rice Code) was followed by Talkable Vegetables, then 360°Horror +
PANICOUPON, both of which won multiple awards at international advertising festivals. Dig-Log
is Suda Lab’s fourth major project.

Project 1: Nature Barcode (Rice Code)
Reads rice paddy art like a QR code, enabling users to purchase rice direct from the
growers. An app that turned rice paddies into a live market.

Project 2: Talkable Vegetables
Touch vegetables in the store and they will tell you their story in the voice of their
producer. A storefront promotion tool that combines fun and novelty.

Project 3: 360° Horror + PANICOUPON
Consumers watch a 360° horror movie and receive discount coupons scaled to the
increase in their heart rates. Interactive coupons that reward scaredy-cats with bigger
discounts.


About Hakuhodo i-studio HACKist http://hackist.jp/

HACKist, a collective-of-the-willing project team made up of creatives and engineers at
Hakuhodo i-studio, uses technology to transform the sundry phenomena of everyday life and
challenges facing society. It designs and produces prototypes that appeal to all the senses.
Based on the concept of Metamorphic Prototyping, which involves technologically optimizing
prototypes to various needs, HACkist creates devices combining its own original platforms and
sensors and develops apps synched with them. By applying visual coding languages like
WebGL, openFrameworks, and Unity, it also devises new advertising models, stage-manages
events, and develops innovative products. And the scope of its activities is still expanding.

■ About Hakuhodo Inc.
Founded in 1895, Hakuhodo Inc. is an integrated advertising and communication agency
headquartered in Japan. It is the core agency of Hakuhodo DY Group, the world’s eighth largest
agency company according to Advertising Age’s “Agency Report 2015.” Hakuhodo has offices
in 17 countries and regions, and over 3,000 employees working in Japan and over 2,500
overseas. Hakuhodo is strengthening its structure in emerging countries, particularly those in
Asia, as it prepares to further expand its business across the region.
Sei-katsu-sha insight is the foundation for Hakuhodo’s thinking, planning, and brand building. It
reminds us that consumers are more than shoppers performing an economic function. They
have heartbeats. They are individuals with distinct lifestyles. Hakuhodo introduced this term in
the 1980s to emphasize its commitment to a comprehensive, 360-degree perspective on
consumers’ lives.
Renowned for its creativity, Hakuhodo has twice won the Grand Prix at Cannes Lions
International Festival of Creativity, and was the only agency headquartered in Asia to be
awarded a Special Lion commemorating Cannes Lions’ 50th anniversary in 2003.
To learn more, visit: www.hakuhodo.jp

